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Abstract:
This study intends to help businesses decide between using Sun Microsystems's Java 2
platform and Microsoft's Visual Studio .Net. It is intended to determine if Microsoft's
product, Visual Studio .Net, is currently being used in businesses and ifit has proven to
improve certain business functions. As such, it is expected to determine ifVS.Net has
provided increased value added functionality when compared to Java. Quantifying the
actual yield from the usage ofVS.Net in businesses was a goal. Utilizing an online
survey made in VS.Net, data was gathered and analyzed. After analyzing the data, it was
found that Java was the best with regards to scalability, integration, and compatibility,
while VS.Net shortened development times and increased worker productivity. In the




As the pace of the world increases and takes the pulse of business through the 21 st
Century, the need for efficient development languages becomes increasingly essential. In fact,
with the ability to share information at startling rates comes the thirst to make the process faster.
Much of what drives this is the demand for information flow.
As the computer revolution entered the 1990s, prices for PCs fell considerably and
networking began to proliferate into business and commerce. Moreover, the ability to quickly
exchange information internally and externally led to increased profits.
The emergence ofthe World Wide Web and all of its data exchanging capabilities has
spurred a debate between the different web development languages. The two main competitors
are Sun Microsystems's Java 2 platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) and Microsoft's Visual
Studio .Net. Though Microsoft was in the web development field previously, its flagship
product, VS.Net, is relatively new. VS.Net was beta in 2001 and in 2002 the full version came
out. Since then it has shaken up the software industry. Sides have been drawn and opinions
about the two packages are rampant.
The original Java language came out in 1995 ("Sun Microsystems's History", 2002). The
Java 2 platform specification made its debut in 1998 and since then has captured a large share of
the web development market. A survey conducted by Evans Data Corporation, found that
VS.Net has been the top toolkit choice for enterprise developers (McKendrick, 2003). The
survey also found that at that time, Java/J2EE was being used by 70% of developers compared to
55% for VS.Net. It stated further that within the next year (2004), VS.Net usage would climb to
72%, but would still be behind Java's 83% (McKendrick, 2003). The article stated that the
decision to go with one platform or the other is closely related to the operating system choice.
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Windows users can develop on VS.Net, but UNIX users can only use Java (McKendrick, 2003).
Another study by Readex, Inc. showed that Java usage is higher than VS.Net by a margin of 50%
to 44% (Zeichick, 2003). Since no study will ever provide a perfect representation of users for
each package, multiple findings have been presented above.
On ZDNet's website, there is an article that says that VS.Net will be used to develop 30%
of the enterprise development projects, while Java is used for 40% by 2004 (Sholler, 2002). This
is a change because Java previously dominated that market prior to .Net's introduction.
This paper will present a case for VS.Net use among businesses. The rest of the paper
will be presented as follows: First, a background on both packages will be presented followed
by an analysis of the factors that affect businesses software development usage and where
VS.Net can help them. Then, the statement of the problem and the research hypotheses,
including an outline of the methodology used to examine the hypotheses will be detailed.
Finally, by analyzing data collected from a survey, conclusions will be made whether VS.Net or
Java should be the preferred development package for businesses. Through this paper, hopefully
businesses will learn that VS.Net can help their companies streamline their system development
in a few different ways.
Background
Microsoft first entered the web development market in 1996 with its DNA and MTS
software packages. These were at the time the equivalent to VS.Net. Microsoft's VS.Net is a
rapid application development tool for building web applications and XML Web services, in
addition to Windows applications, that is controlled by Microsoft and released in 2001. One
version later, they have some open code relationships with certain universities and business
partners, but overall it is a fairly closed package.
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Java on the other hand, is an open source specification. Sun Microsystems does sell
different Java packages, but there are also third party vendors that supply developing
environments. IBM's Websphere and BEA's Weblogic are the most popular vendor/product
implementations of Java. Sun's newer Java implementation is the Sun ONE Studio 7, Enterprise
Edition for Solaris. This is a package that is competing directly with VS.Net because it supports
multiple languages like VS.Net. It supports C, C++, FORTRAN, and Java, but operates only on
Solaris based servers. VS.Net supports Visual Basic.Net, COBOL.Net, J#, C# (Microsoft's
version of C++) and numerous other languages. VS.Net is tied to the Windows environment
unlike Java which can be implemented on Windows, UNIX, and Macintosh environments.
Currently, under development is a translated VS.Net package that will function in Linux
(Younis,2002). In 2002, there were 37 vendors licensed to sell J2EE implementations (Younis,
2002). Moving from developing on one vendor's implementation to another is not as easy as the
"write once, run anywhere" theory, because vendors often add their own features that are not
native to the Java specification (Younis, 2002).
Despite those differences, there are similarities between the two packages and languages.
Both VS.Net and Java utilize the object-oriented programming approach. Though both include
frameworks (class libraries) that have numerous pre-made functions built in for developers to
utilize, VS.Net's framework is much more extensive than Java's. Having so many resources at
the developer's fingertips shortens the time needed to develop a system. In fact, industry experts
believe that with VS.Net, the traditional programmer is changing. VB.Net and C# programmers
spend more time searching through the framework to find pre-written components, than actually
writing their own (deJong, 2003). Before VS.Net came about, C and C++ programmers were
considered to be a step above VB programmer. VB programmers did the easy stuff while C and
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c++ programmers lamented (deJong, 2003). Now with VS.Net's CLR, all of the languages are
treated and compiled equally, therefore leveling the programming field.
Factors Affecting Usage of a Development Package
For almost all businesses, profitability is their main objective. As such, overall system
development costs are always being looked at to be improved. The main factors affecting those
costs include: development time, worker productivity, and scalability. Integration concerns are
also looked at and affect the decision to develop on one platform or the other.
Development Time/W orker Productivity
With any system development, the time needed to provide a functional system is very
important. The shorter the time, the happier the client andlor company will be. One can argue
that by using a development package that allows for shorter development times, a worker will in
tum be more productive. Spending less time on one system gives them more time to work on
another and can also drastically reduce costs. VS.Net is beginning to be well-known for
reducing development times.
Sun released an XML Web Services benchmark called "PetShop" that was supposed to
showcase the J2EE platform. Microsoft then released their version of this benchmark running in
VS.Net. Their version had much better performance/scalability. The Middleware Company then
stated that it was not a fully optimized J2EE application, so they rewrote the benchmark, but its
performance still lagged behind the VS.Net version (Younis 2002). Though this is a testimony
to VS.Net's scalability and performance, the below table shows the difference in lines of code
needed to create the benchmark (Younis, 2002):
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Element .NET Middleware J2EE
lines of code PetShop 2.0 PetShop 2.0
User Interface 1,002 5,567
Middle Tier 795 6,187
Data Tier 197 197
Configuration 102 2,053
Total lines of code 2,096 14,004
As the table shows, VS.Net requires many less lines of code to do the same thing as Java. By
needing less code, programmers will finish systems quicker and will have more time to work on
other projects. Worthy to mention is that since the benchmark was released, it has been reported
by several sources that The Middleware Company's costs were paid for by Microsoft. Whether
this changes the outcome of the results or reduces the validity is up to the reader. The fact still
remains that the VS.Net version used much less code to do the same thing.
Another factor that helps decrease development time and increase productivity is
framework support and productivity tools. The VS.Net Framework includes 6,500 base classes
that provide many pre-coded functions (deJong, 2003).
A development firm, Empowered Software, using old Visual Basic, had created a client's
software using a million lines of code (McKendrick, 2003). In nine months, using VB.Net, they
rewrote the application using only 400 lines of code (McKendrick, 2003). In fact, their whole
client base has moved to VS.Net applications and they have seen a 40 to 60% reduction in
project costs (McKendrick, 2003).
Another success story was how The Annie E. Casey Foundation used ASP.Net and saved
time and money for that philanthropic organization- and that meant faster grants for those who
needed them (Schwarz, 2003). The project was projected to take eight to twelve months with a
team of three to four developers ifthey had used the traditional ASP solution. With ASP.Net
and the NetAdvantage Suite, one man produced the solution in five months (Schwarz, 2003).
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In addition, on Microsoft's website, they have a case study that shows the benefits that
Carnival Cruise Line has realized from switching to a VS.Net solution. Backing up my
statement that VS.Net increases productivity, the article stated, "The developers at Carnival
found additional productivity gains when they moved from Microsoft Visual Basic® 6.0 to
Visual Basic® .NET, a move they found easy to make" ("Carnival Cruise Lines Bets on
Microsoft .NET", 2002). Not only has VS.Net shown productivity gains so far, but it also has
shown to be a developer friendly application. This paper will hopefully back up these articles
with data that is provided by additional IT Professionals.
Another study showed how Xerox has benefited from using VS.Net in their company.
They used VS.Net to redesign and implement one of their existing printer management solutions.
The team decided to use VS.Net rather than Java because of scalability and integration concerns.
A solution that originally took a larger team 18 months to develop was recreated from the ground
up using VS.Net. A smaller team created it in just 6 months, and it can now handle three times
the number of requests. A software development manager at Xerox stated that by using
ASP.Net, his team realized a 400 percent productivity gain ("Xerox Global Services ... ",2002).
They also wrote approximately 70% less code. All these benefits were attained through the use
of the VS.Net framework.
Scalability and Performance
"Scalability refers to the ability to add more workload and achieve maximum throughput. Its
measurement is a function of the software platform and not the underlying hardware." (Younis,
2002). Performance is usually a factor to businesses, especially when systems may be expanded
to support more users. As shown above, VS.Net exhibits better performance when compare to
Java. When you consider the fact that one unit of work in VS.Net costs 10 cents and that same
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unit costs 50 cents to 1 dollar in Java, it makes sense from a business aspect to use VS.Net
(Younis,2002). VS.N.et costs less per unit of work and provides better performance. In fact, the
overall costs ofVS.Net are substantially lower than that of Java 2. The table below shows the
costs of both (Younis, 2002):
.NETNisual Studio .NET J2EE /IBM WebSphere 4.0
Estimated software Total: $5,998 USD Total: $64,000 USD
purchase costs to deploy Detail: 1 x 8-CPU Application Detail: 1 x 8-CPU Application
Web Services on a single Servers to Host Web Services Servers to Host Web Services
server with full running Windows 2000 running IBM WebSphere 4.0
authenticated per-user Advanced Server with .NET Advanced Single Server Edition
access Framework@ $3999.00 per (on Solaris, W2k Or AIX) @
server + 1 Internet Connector $8,000 per CPU
License @ $1,999 per server.
Estimated software Total: $23,992 USD Total: $384,000 USD
purchase costs to deploy Detail: 4 x 8-CPU Application Detail: 4 x 8-CPU Application
Web Services to a 4-server Servers to Host Web Services Servers to Host Web Services
Cluster running Windows 2000 running mM WebSphere 4.0
Advanced Server with .NET Advanced Edition (on Solaris,
Framework @ $3999.00 per W2k or AIX) @$12,000per
server + 4 Internet Connector CPU
Licenses @ $1,999 per server.
Though these costs may be a few years old, they still show the vast difference in costs for each
development package to deploy a functional system. When considering that a J2EE deployment
costs more than 10 times greater, and that there are performance differences, the cost of a VS.Net
deployment is very appealing.
Integration
Both packages provide extensive legacy integration functionality. Integration can also be
considered with the developing environment. The VS.Net Integrated Development Environment
is the same no matter what language within VS.Net one is using. This helps to make
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programmers comfortable with other languages if needed. Microsoft has also integrated each of
the more than 20 programming languages with its own visual design support (Taft, 2002).
A key component of a development package is the ability to integrate new functionality.
Most of this new functionality comes by way of third-party add-ons. With VS.Net, Microsoft
has integrated most of the pre-existing third party functionality into its current version. This will
make third party vendors create new tools for the developer and thus will enhance VS.Net
overall. Also, new tools will work and act just like the integrated VS.Net IDE, and therefore a
developer may not know when they are leaving the VS.Net interface (Meader, n.d.). This is a
good thing though because the tighter the integration, the better the extensibility ofVS.Net
(Meader, n.d.). Microsoft has a VS.Net Integration Program that contains more than 70 partners
that are integrating their development tools into VS.Net (Meader, n.d.). This means that the
design-time experience by the developer will be seamless (Meader, n.d.). The user will not need
to learn a new IDE and therefore will enhance productivity.
Statement of Problem
This study intends to help businesses decide between using Sun Microsystems's Java 2
platform and Microsoft's Visual Studio .Net. The largest issue that businesses will face is that
some decision making employees may hold a bias towards Microsoft because ofthe fact that this
brand is in prolific use in firms today. Or, it may be that the firms will accept the reputation of
Sun's Java 2 as holding more value, whether or not a careful analysis of its products and services
is conducted. Therefore, this study will attempt to remove all biases. This will be accomplished
by the way the main survey is designed and the questions that are asked.
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Purpose of the Study
Primarily, this study is intended to determine if Microsoft's product, Visual Studio .Net,
is currently being used in businesses and if it has proven to improve certain business functions.
As such, it is expected to determine ifVS.Net has provided increased value added functionality
when compared to Java.
The study is designed to quantify the actual yield from the usage ofVS.Net in businesses.
Many areas will be addressed to ensure the thoroughness of the study. This is due to the fact that








The methodology used for this research was a survey methodology which involved a
systematic measurement of procedures and parameters by asking questions of respondents. For
the research on different web development software packages, several variables were measured.
The independent variables were Microsoft's Visual Studio .Net and Sun Microsystems's Java
development environment, and the dependent variables were several parameters measuring the
effect that each had on a business. The design of the survey was based around the relationship
between developing web applications with VS.Net or Java and the subsequent performance of a
firm's IT department employees.
As an initial step, several hypotheses were developed in order to measure the effect that
.Net usage had on an existing firm. This research was based on two sets of hypotheses. The first
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null hypothesis (H1) stated that VS.Net was being used in some capacity in less than 20% of the
surveyed companies, and the alternative hypothesis stated that VS.Net was being used in some
capacity in at least 20% or more of surveyed companies. Furthermore, the researcher also took
into consideration that the hypotheses developed would playa major role in developing the
survey questions.
The next set of hypotheses were targeted towards finding out what benefits VS.Net could
provide to the business that uses it. These hypotheses were aimed towards determining whether
after implementation, VS.Net would reduce the amount oftime it took for a development team to
produce a system as compared to using Java. Also, the development time required is directly
correlated to possible increased worker productivity, so therefore this was used as one of the
parameters that was measured in the survey. Firms today depend heavily on information to be
transmitted for critical business processes. Hence, three more parameters were measured in the
survey to prove or disprove this hypothesis. They were that VS.Net provided increased
scalability, eased integration, and enhanced compatibility over Java. From this, the null
hypothesis (H2) stated that the use ofVS.Net in software development would not reduce the
amount of time needed for development as compared to the use of other development languages.
The alternative hypothesis stated that the use ofVS.Net in software development reduces the
amount of time needed for development as compared to the use of other development languages.
Additionally, some of the criteria taken into consideration while developing the survey
are as follows:
1. Relevance: Questions should be relevant to the study being conducted and should have a
good probability of yielding data needed for the final report.
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2. Selection of respondents: Preliminary consideration should be given to which people can
be expected to answer the questions. In certain situations a question may be relevant to a
given study, but the choice of persons to answer it may be inappropriate.
3. Ease of response: Surveys are meant to obtain data that may otherwise not be
documented or, if documented, may need some interpretation.
Next, taking into consideration the criteria and the hypotheses developed during the
initial stages of the research, a survey was developed with 10 questions that targeted firms that
use a web development package. The questions were geared towards first finding out about the
background oftheir company, and then finding out how the web development package that they
use helps/hinders their business. An on-line survey was developed using Microsoft Visual
Studio .Net, accessible from anywhere in world. It was determined that a survey ofthis nature
would be ideal for collection of data from a large number of sources and would also take into
account the ease of response. Additionally, some of the questions incorporated ordinal scales to
measure several parameters ofthe company's web development experience. The results
produced by questionnaires that use such scales are easily translated into numbers and help in
conducting statistical analysis of the data.
The survey was designed to send the answers automatically, upon submission, to a SQL
Server Database. All the responses were then collected from the database and entered into a
spreadsheet to conduct an analysis of the data obtained. Due to the limitations of the number of
contacts, only 33 responses were received.
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Examination of Survey Responses
The following analysis will examine the responses to each survey question and make
preliminary conclusions. This analysis is based on the 33 returned surveys.
First, each company was asked to identify the specific industry in which they operate. Of
the 33 companies, information technology firms represented the largest group with 24.24%,
while insurance corporations accounted for 12.12% of the total responses. The Education and
Consulting industries both contributed 3 responses or 9.09% each. Communications,
Government, Manufacturing, Retail, and Services each contributed 6.06% of the total responses.
Academia, Distribution, Entertainment, Financial, and Health and Medicine industries each
contributed one survey, providing 3.03%% ofthe responses. Of the 33 surveys that were









































The second survey question asked each company to identify the total number of
employees. Based on the results, most ofthe companies are smaller corporations, with nearly
37% having less than 100 employees in their workforce and 21.21 % having 100-500 employees.















A third question asked, if applicable, what year they started using VS.Net.
14
I_ Responses 1






As the above graph shows, most companies started using it in 2002 or 2003. Companies
even started using it when it was still beta in 2001. This shows that a lot of the companies
surveyed implemented VS.Net right when it was available. They didn't wait to see how other
businesses fared using it and/or waited for the bugs to be worked out. The company most likely
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researched the benefits that the new software might provide to their operations. This study is
intended to show those benefits.
However, when reviewing the results for the next question ('does your firm use .Net in
some capacity?'), 27 of the 33 companies responded by stating that they currently use VS.Net.
~
~
Does your firm use .Net in some capacity?
18.18%
81.82%
When initially starting the research, it was hoped that the results would have equal
representation from companies using VS.Net and those that do not. Alternatively, 81.82% stated
they used VS.Net. One of the other survey questions did ask what development package their
firm used though, and the results are as shown on the following graph.
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The above graph shows that 57.5% ofthe firms use Java as well. This should allow the
study to accurately compare the performance of both VS.Net and Java. Also shown on that
graph are the responses to the question asking what technologies within the VS.Net framework
that the company used. The possibilities included ADO.Net, VB.Net, ASP.Net, XML, and C#.
The follow up to the last question asked ifthe company had experience developing with
both VS.Net and Java, which package did they feel provided a shorter development time? The
results are shown in the following graph.












As the graph shows, 48.48% responded by saying that VS.Net provided the shorter
development time. 24.24% had no response, so most likely they did not have experience using
both packages, and 15.15% said there was a negligible difference between the two.
The next survey question addressed the overall level of satisfaction the company had
experienced from using VS.Net. 78.79% ofthe surveyed companies would recommend VS.Net
to their business partners. As the following pie chart shows, only 2 companies were not happy
with their VS.Net experiences.
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Based on the fact that a considerable number ofthe companies surveyed are currently
using VS.Net, it can be concluded that our findings are aligned with that majority and therefore
are not representative of companies that only use Java. In fact, only two responding companies
use Java exclusively. If the companies in this survey use Java, it is most likely that they use it in
combination with VS.Net. This may explain why 79% of the companies see using VS.Net as a
rewarding experience and would make a recommendation to another firm. This may skew the
results slightly, but this study will provide an accurate evaluation of both VS.Net and Java.
Analysis
To analyze the survey results, averages and descriptive statistics were used. Originally,
correlation analysis would have been used too, but because of the type of data collected, a
correlation could not be found. In addition, the survey results may be subjective as with any
survey, it depends on who responds to it and how their personal experience has been with either
VS.Net and/or Java. Their response may not be representative of the whole company's view on
those products. If a larger population was sampled, then each response would not have as large
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of an impact on the results and would therefore provide a more accurate view of the two
product's positives or negatives.
Two of the questions on the survey utilized the use of ordinal scales. For questions eight
and nine, the scale was as follows: 0 = Not Applicable, 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 =
Slightly Disagree, 4 = Slightly Agree, 5 = Agree, 6 = Strongly Agree. There were five criterions
for the respondent to rate the two different development packages on based on their experiences.
They included: enhanced worker productivity, shortened development time, provided increased
scalability, eased integration, and enhanced compatibility.
The following table shows the breakdown of the responses for VS.Net, question eight.
As shown in the table above, for enhanced worker productivity, the average response was
a rating of 4.68 with a standard deviation of 1.188. This meant that the companies on average
slightly agreed or agreed that the worker productivity within their company saw a reasonable
improvement from using VS.Net. The responses went from strongly disagree all the way up to
strongly agree, with the majority of companies agreeing, so that shows that in most cases,
VS.Net helped the company in some measurable way.
Shortened development time had an average of 4.89 with a standard deviation of .916, so
most companies again found a reasonable reduction in their development time after a VS.Net
implementation. Increased scalability saw a 4.63 average rating with a standard deviation of
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1.245. Most companies surveyed agreed that VS.Net improved their developed systems
expansion. Eased integration had an average rating of 4.52 with a standard deviation of 1.156.
Enhanced compatibility was the lowest rated factor at 4.50, but this was expected due to the fact
that almost all VS.Net solutions only run on Windows machines. The standard deviation was
1.036 for compatibility. Shortened development time had the smallest standard deviation, so that
shows that most companies did see an improvement in this area due to the use ofVS.Net.
Increased scalability had the highest standard deviation, so companies varied on their
experiences with that aspect of .Net. From these results, it can be concluded that VS.Net can
help a company the most in the areas of shortened development and increased worker
productivity.
Similarly, question nine used the same scale, but required companies to rate how their use
of Java affected those factors.
Three areas were rated higher by the companies based on Java's performance as shown in
the above table. Increased scalability received a 4.72 rating with a standard deviation of 1.504,
showing that the companies agreed that Java helped their system's expansion capabilities. Eased
integration got a 4.61 rating with a standard deviation of 1.342. Enhanced compatibility had a
rating of 4.58 and a standard deviation of .902. Ten ofthe 17 companies using Java agreed that
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it helped their system's compatibility. In addition, compatibility had the smallest standard
deviation, therefore showing that most companies realized this benefit of using Java.
Enhanced worker productivity had a rating of 4.12 with a standard deviation of 1.166.
Shortened development time was last with a rating of3.78 and a standard deviation of 1.465.
Overall, increased scalability had the highest standard deviation among the factors, so different
companies may have varied experiences relating to that topic.
From those results, it makes sense that the companies rated Java highest in scalability,
integration, and compatibility because that is what the Java language is known for. It is a cross-
platform development package that can run on a variety of machines. It is not known for its fast
development times.
Accordingly, the VS.Net results are as expected as well. VS.Net is known for its
shortened development times and subsequently enhanced worker productivities.
After analyzing the data, it has been concluded that all of the null hypotheses will be
rejected and the alternative hypotheses will be accepted. It has been shown that VS.Net is being
used in more that 20% of the surveyed companies. In fact, 81.82% of the surveyed companies
are using VS.Net in some capacity. This number is astounding and is higher than what the
researcher expected. Also, after comparing the average ratings of development time for both
VS.Net and Java, it is clear that VS.Net facilitates a shorter development time. The difference in
average rating was 1.11 (VS.Net was higher) and therefore shows a significant difference
between the two development packages. Finally, a company is more likely to see an increase in
worker productivity due to the use ofVS.Net, though Java also provides an increase as well.
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Conclusions
After analyzing the data, the companies that responded have led the study to conclude
that VS.Net is a powerful tool for companies to use to develop web applications. The software
trims development times down to allow for the most efficient operation possible. That in turn
allows employees to be more productive because they will spend less time developing one
system. It has been shown, that VS.Net provides benefits to a wide range of industries and is
usually very valuable to its users. Additionally, Microsoft's strong economic outlook provides
for a stable future, but this is not one ofthe most important factors that companies consider.
Microsoft's success in the market place allows them to invest in R&D, and always provide their
customers with the newest technology.
As shown earlier, VS.Net also provides a sufficiently lower cost solution. This lower cost
does not mean lower performance though. VS.Net has shown to be a worthy competitor to the
Java 2 platform. By providing a faster time-to-market, VS.Net can provide businesses with an
edge. Supplying their clients with faster, more scalable solutions helps both companies in the
end. In many industries, product life cycles are short, and the earlier a product reaches market,
the more likely it is to capture market share and generate profits.
As businesses grow, the strain on a system increases ifit is not scalable. The ability of
Microsoft's package to provide a scalable solution to grow with the company is crucial to its
customers. The wide range of information flow between today's companies requires an efficient
system. VS.Net, by utilizing XML web services, allows for seamless integration of data among
partners as well as the ability to easily add new features that would further enhance business
performance.
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The real question comes down to what a company needs the package to do for them.
VS.Net provides a shorter development time, increased worker productivity, and increased
performance and scalability. Java may provide better integration and compatibility functions
since it can run on non-Windows machines. Does the huge price difference warrant those two
functions for a business? Does a company want to be tied to the Microsoft name? These are
issues that each company must address. This paper has presented evidence that VS.Net usage is
alive and growing. VS.Net has been shown to provide its users with capable systems. Only time
will tell what happens as these two software giants fight to reign supreme in web application
development. One thing is for sure, VS.Net will not be Java's prey, but it may just be its killer.
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Glossary
Courtesy of (Younis, 2002)
ADO.NET - The .NET API for accessing the data tier.
C# - A new C++ derivative programming language that is similar in functionality, look, and
feel to Java.
COBOL - One of the primary business programming languages.
CLR - Common Language Runtime - The .NET runtime that provides support for compiled
IL.
HTML - The industry standard for describing browser displays.
IL (Intermediary Language) - The intermediary language used by the .NET platform.
J2EE - Java 2 Enterprise Edition.
Java - The programming language associated with J2EE.
Java 2 Enterprise Edition - A general term describing Sun's family of eCommerce
specification.
MTS (Microsoft Transaction Server) - The original middle tier, component based
infrastructure designed to support highly scalable applications .
.NET - A general term for describing Microsoft's eCommerce platform .
.NET Framework - The overall infrastructure in which .NET applications run.
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) - An industry standard for packaging of method
requests.
Visual Studio.NET - The programming environment for .NET.
WebLogic - BEA's eCommerce platform, a superset of J2EE.
WebSphere - IBM's eCommerce platform, a superset of J2EE.
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Web service - A middle tier business component that is callable over SOAP.
XML - eXensible Markup Language. An updated version ofHTML that allows one to
create their own tags.
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